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Eiler et al. state (1) that replacing 1 TW of fossil-fuel energy flow requires 1.06 GT/y of
hydrogen (H2), yielding a "discrepancy whose source is unclear to us." An elementary calculation
(2, 3) shows the actual hydrogen equivalent is an order of magnitude smaller. Their error has
three layers.

First, substituting for 1 TW of fossil-fuel energy flow requires 0.263 GT/y of H2, not 1.06 GT/y,
based on energy content alone (2). Second, that's not the right comparison. Because a good H2

fuel cell can use H2 ~2-3x as efficiently as a good car engine uses gasoline (3), and H2 enjoys a
similar efficiency advantage in delivering heat and power to buildings,  ~2-3x less H2 than fossil
fuel would be needed to do the same tasks. Thus to replace the functions provided by 1 TW of
fossil fuel energy would take roughly 0.08 to 0.12 GT/y of H2, ~8-12x less than Eiler et al. stated.

Eiler et al.'s  first (4x) error appears to have come from uncritically adopting a confusing
Department of Energy footnote (4) that they then incorrectly applied. The footnote described not
(as they supposed) how much fossil fuel a given amount of H2 can replace, but rather how much
fossil fuel must be burned in a classical steam power plant to make enough electricity to produce
a given amount of H2 by electrolysis. A nominal 33%-efficient thermal power plant and 75%-
efficient electrolyzer (neglecting distribution losses) requires four units of fossil fuel to produce
one unit of H2—so much, hence so costly, that almost no H2 is produced that way.

Eiler et al. had previously (5) overstated leakage from a large-scale H2 energy system by about
two orders of magnitude. When three letters noted this and other serious errors (6–8), they
redefined their claimed leakage source as boiloff from liquid-H2-fueled cars (9). In fact, liquid-
H2 fuel is uneconomic, unnecessary, and unlikely for cars, but even if it were used, its minor
boiloff wouldn't be vented (10). In both cases, the authors' citations systematically contradicted
their thesis. Their new ~10x overstatement of H2 requirements casts further doubt on their grasp
of the subject.

Their logic is equally dubious. Their initial claim that 10–20% H2 leakage "should be expected"
(5) was called "grossly overstated" by the Assistant Secretary of Energy (11). In response, they
first misstated (1) that they'd said only "leakage of up to 10% to 20% should be considered," then
cited in rebuttal two correct but irrelevant facts about the same DOE workshop report they'd
previously misinterpreted (4): first, it says "Leakage rates much greater than 1% are likely if no
action is taken to engineer systems in advance to minimize hydrogen leakage," and second, the
report "does not discuss the possibility that...leakage rates could be less than 1%." (Of course:
that wasn't the workshop's purpose.) The DOE report, they concluded, must therefore be
considered "consistent with" their original claim of 10–20% leakage. Such creative inference
from what their source doesn't say can "prove" any claim from any citation, but it's not even good
rhetoric, let alone good science.
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